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Session 2/10

Experimental Determination of the True Cohesion and 

True Angle of Internal Friction in Clays
Expériences pour déterminer la cohésion réelle et l’angle réel de frottement des argiles

by R. E. G i b s o n , B.Sc., (Eng.) Ph.D ., Imperial College, University o f London, London, England

Summary

Drained shear tests carried out on six remoulded and two un
disturbed clays with the object of examining the validity of the 

Coulomb-Hvorslev criterion of failure are described in this paper. 
The true cohesion and true angle of internal friction are defined and 

a failure criterion based upon energy considerations is tentatively 

proposed. This criterion retains the mathematical structure of 

Hvorslev's equation but the meaning of the fundamental parameters 

is altered.
These true cohesion and true angle of internal friction parameters 

are evaluated from the results of the drained shear tests, the latter 

parameter being compared with its value as obtained by measuring 

the inclination of the failure planes in undrained compression 

specimens.

Introduction

When a soil is brought to a state o f failure under a system  

o f stresses the appearance o f  slip planes is often observed. If 

the strength on all planes through a point were equal failure 

would take place on those planes on which the applied shear 

stress was greatest and two families o f  slip planes would occur 

oriented at 90° to each other. In fact, however, the strength 

varies on the planes passing through a point and depends upon  

the normal effective stress an' acting across any plane. The 

strength o f a soil on a given plane is usually defined as the 

maximum value rf  which the shear stress can attain on that 

plane, while the strength at a point in a soil is defined as the 

strength o f  the weakest plane through that point.
On the basis o f experimental work on two remoulded clays 

Hvorslev (1937) showed that the strength t f  could be expressed 

by the equation
Tf  =  ce +  on' tan <pe .................................................................  (1)

where ce and <pe, the true cohesion and true angle o f internal 

friction, were parameters characterising the soil. The true co
hesion ce was shown to depend only upon the water content 

o f the soil at failure while the true angle o f internal friction <pe 

was found to be approximately a constant.

Sommaire

Des essais- drainés de résistance au cisaillement exécutés sur six 

argiles remodelées et deux argiles intactes pour examiner la validité 

du critère de rupture de Coulomb-Hvorslev sont décrits dans cette 

communication. La cohésion réelle et l’angle réel de frottement in
terne sont définis et un critère de rupture dépendant des considéra
tions d’énergie est avancé à titre d’expérience. Ce critère garde la 

structure mathématique de l’équation de Hvorslev, mais le sens des 

paramètres fondamentaux est changé.
Ces paramètres de la cohésion réelle et de l’angle réel de frottement 

interne sont calculés d’après les résultats donnés par les essais drainés 

de résistance au cisaillement; ce dernier paramètre est comparé à sa 

valeur obtenue en mesurant l’inclinaison des plans de rupture dans 

les spécimens en compression non-drainés.

Subsequent work by Peynircioglu (1939) indicated that cpe 

depended to some extent on the water content at failure.

The experimental technique used by Hvorslev to determine 

ce and (pe is described in detail in his original paper but a brief 

discussion o f it will now be given, since it has been used in the 

present research.

H vorslev’s Strength Param eters ce and cpe

A s soil does not behave elastically a sample o f clay may be 

maintained in equilibrium at a given water content under a 

variety o f different stress systems. Thus, it is possible, in prin
ciple, to prepare a number o f samples in equilibrium under 

different consolidation pressures on', which samples at failure, 
after carrying out fully drained tests, will have identical water 

contents. Since the true cohesion ce depends only upon the 

water content at failure, which is the same for each sample, the 

variation o f strength found from these tests can be due only 

to the different contributions o f the term crn' tan <pe. If the 

strength t f  is plotted against the normal effective pressure on 

the failure plane <r„' an approximately straight line will result,
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the slope o f this line and its intercept on the rf  axis giving 

directly the values o f tan <pe and cc.

This would be a laborious way o f determining these para

meters owing to the difficulty o f ensuring that the water content 

at failure for each sample would be the same. A  graphical 
construction has, however, been given by Terzaghi (1938) 

whereby ce and <pe at any water content may be deduced from  

the results o f a series o f  normally and overconsolidated drained 

direct shear tests carried out at any convenient normal pressures.
This construction is given in Fig. 1 where the upper and lower 

diagrams show the variation o f the final water content and the 

shear strength with the consolidation pressure for a typical 

series o f drained direct shear tests. The water content w± at 
failure o f tests corresponding to points A and B  will be the same, 

and hence the slope o f the line C A B  and the intercept C O  

will equal respectively tan rpe and ce at the water content wx. 

Similarly, for water content w2 the Hvorslev failure envelope 

(equation 1) will be given by line F D E . In this way the value 

o f tan <pe and the relation o f ce to water content may be found.
It may be noted that explicit definitions o f  true cohesion ce 

and true angle o f internal friction q>e are implied in Hvorslev's 

equation (1). The tangent o f the true angle o f internal friction 

is the rate o f increase o f  strength with normal effective pressure 

at constant water content:

tan <pe =- ( # )  
true col 

dTf \  

dWfJon-

'f

while the true cohesion ce

d c e

dwf

is defined by:

(2)

(3)

The stress t * is that part o f r which does the work o f moving 

grains relative to one another in shearing, while the remainder 

t  —  t *  does work raising the vertical load A a n'.

Insight is obtained into the physical mechanism o f failure 

if we consider the maximum value during the test o f r*  rather 

than o f  t . This maximum is attained, as will be seen from  

equation (3), when the rate at which energy is being absorbed

Energy Considerations

If the true cohesion ce in Hvorslev's criterion (equation 1) is 

put equal to zero we have:

T/  = an tan <pe .................................................................. (4)
This criterion is valid for sands, but <pe is now known to de

pend appreciably upon the porosity o f packing o f the grains. 
The basic physical property o f  sand which endows it with 

strength under a normal pressure is the friction between the 

individual grains, which is measured by a coefficient o f fric
tion fi. The angle o f  friction q>e in equation (4) measures not 

only the shearing resistance o f sand arising from frictional 
interaction between grains but also a strength depending on  

the rate at which the mass o f sand is changing its volum e at 
failure. This may be illustrated by the case o f a dense ideal 
frictionless granular material tested in direct shear: such a 

material will be found to possess a strength proportional in 

magnitude to the maximum rate o f volume change o f  the 

sample. To express this idea in a quantitative way consider 

a direct shear test on a sand (Bishop, 1950). When the shear 

stress on the potential failure plane (considered to be hori
zontal) is r, and the normal stress across it is a j ,  a small incre
ment St  in r is associated with an increment o f  work A -r-S/1 

done on the system, where SA is the incremental movement o f  

the shear load and A is the cross-sectional area o f the potential 

failure plane. Suppose that as a consequence the vertical load  

A ■ a j  rises by amount Sh, then the work done on the sand 

by this load is:

—  a„'A Sh.

Therefore the input o f  work into the sand is:

S W  =  ( rdA  —  on' Sh)A.

Thus

d W  (  , d h \

~dA~ = (T — ~7a )  a = say (5)

Fig. I Terzaghi's  C onstruction to  Determ ine cg and <pe from  D rained  

Shear T ests (after Terzaghi, 1938)
C onstruction de Terzaghi pour déterm iner cg et q>e d ’après les 

essais drainés de résistance au cisaillem ent

by the sample per unit area o f the shear plane reaches a maxi

mum ; that is to say when all contribution to the strength due 

to friction between grains has been mobilised.
A t the condition o f failure we may rewrite equation (5) in 

the form:

tan <pe
I dh ' 

\ d l ,) ,=
tan 9>r s a y .

From the above reasoning the parameter <pr may be expected 

to depend alm ost exclusively upon the coefficient o f  inter- 

granular friction n  and very little upon the porosity o f  the sand. 
This expectation has been justified by experiments carried out 

by H afez  (1950) on both sands and lead shot (Bishop, 1950).
The failure criterion for sands may now be written :

a„’ (tan <pr +  gf )

where gj-

Using similar reasoning the Hvorslev criterion for clays 

(equation 1) may be modified by the inclusion o f this addition  

term and it is found that:

rf  =  cr +  ct„' tan <pr +  <y„'gf  . .  (6)

The true cohesion and true internal friction may thus be 

defined explicitly in terms o f  constant volum e shear (gf  =  0) 
by equations identical in form to (2) and (3).

These considerations have so far been advanced only as a 

means o f effecting a separation o f the strength into two inde
pendent components which is desirable as assisting an under

standing o f the physics o f  the problem.
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That this procedure is not only desirable but necessary is 

seen by considering the following example. A drained direct 

shear test is carried out on a remoulded clay overconsolidated  

to a normal effective pressure cr,,', the water content at failure 

being Wf. N ow  it is possible, in principle, to consolidate an

other sample o f the same clay under a pressure p' and water 

content wf  so that at failure after an undrained test has been 

carried out the normal effective stress on the failure plane is crn'.
Although the normal effective stress on the failure plane and 

the water content at failure are the same in both these tests the 

strengths will be found to differ. The Hvorslev criterion o f  

failure predicts that the strength from both tests would be the 

same, since the normal effective stress on the failure plane and 

the water content at failure are the same. Yet they will be found 

to differ by virtue o f the different rates o f volum e change at 

failure in both cases.
The difference in strength is predicted by the modified failure 

criterion (equation 6) since in the undrained test gf  =  0  while 

in the drained test it will have som e finite value.
The drained shear strength measurements from which values 

o f cr and <pT may be deduced will now be described briefly.

D rained  Shear Strength M easurem ents

Six remoulded clays and two undisturbed clays, details o f 

which are given in Table 2 were tested in the research pro

gramme.
In the case o f the remoulded clays samples were prepared 

at the liquid limit and consolidated in constant rate o f strain 

shear boxes. The consolidation loading was applied by loga
rithmic increments at such a rate that consolidation was com 

pleted in 100 hours for all samples. The undisturbed samples 

were carefully cut, at their natural water content, to fit the shear 

boxes and consolidated in a similar way. In both cases the 

weight o f soil prior to consolidation was adjusted so that the 

samples had an initial thickness o f 0.5".
In order to avoid the necessity o f  measuring pore water 

pressures to determine effective stresses fully drained shear 

tests were carried out. The rate o f testing had to be sufficiently 

slow to ensure that the excess pore water pressures had fully

Table 1 Tested Remoulded and Undisturbed Clays

S o il Type L L P L P I
%

C lay
Qs

A cti

vity  =  

P I  

% C lay

W ater

C ontent

R ange

%

P oro

s ity

Range
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Undrained

"§ 
D

r
a

in
e

d
 

©

H vorslev's  

P aram eters

M odified

P aram eters
<Pr°

From

Alpha

TestsI L
On

<pe°
Ce

Pe
<pr°

Cr

Pe

Sodium Bentonite 570 40 530 87 2.67 6 .10 200-250 84-87 (0.15) (8.5) 12.0 2 .5 0 .11 _ _ 3.0
Klein Belt Ton 127 36 91 77 2.77 1.18 55-70 61-67 (0.34) (19) 21.0 10.0 0.15 — — 9.0
Undist. Shellhaven Clay 1040 123 36 87 61 2.75 1.42 52-60 59-62 — — 23.0 15.0 0.13 18.0 0 .10 21.0

Undist. Shellhaven Clay 557 107 31 76 62 2.75 1.25 50-60 58-62 — — 23.5 16.2 0.14 22.0 0.13 21.0

Remoulded Shellhaven Clay 98 30 68 61 2.75 1.11 50-60 58-62 0.277 15.5 22.0 12.5 0 .12 13.5 0 .11 14.0
London Clay 74 25 49 50 2.72 0.98 29-34 44-48 0.225 12.5 20.5 10.5 0 .11 12.5 0 .10 12.5
Undist. Massena Clay 45 25 20 57 2.79 0.35 35-50 50-58 0.350 19.5 30.0 — 0.03 — — 28.0
Illite Clay 73 28 45 50 2.85 0.90 37-50' 50-58 0.287 16.0 22.0 15.0 0 .11 16.3 0.09 16.0
Undisturbed Chicago Clay 55 26 29 62 2.71 0.47 35-45 49-55 0.240 13.5 19.0 — 0 — — 21.0

Kaolinite 63 38 25 78 2.61 0.32 46-50 55-58 0.374 20.5 21.5 20.2 0.02 21.0 0.02 22.5
Wiener Tegel 47 22 25 23 2.76 1.09 22-27 37-42 0.350 19.0 26.0 17.5 0 .10 — — 17.0
Horten Clay 32 16 16 38 2.70 0.42 20 -22 35-37 0.374 20.5 31.5 25.0 0 .11 26.5 0.09 c.26
Remoulded Boston Clay 48 25 23 54 2.78 0.43 27-29 43-45 0.420 23.0 31.0 0.01 — — c. 30

Stone Court Sand 10% Mica _ _ __ 0 c.2.75 _ _ 37-44 _ _ 31.0 31.0 0 32.0 0 c. 30
Stone Court Sand — — — 0 2.70 ------ ------ 45.7 1.4 55 32.0 32.0 0 30.0 0 c. 30
Stone Court Sand — — — 0 2.70 ------ ------ 43.0 11.5 85 33.0 33.0 0 30.5 0 c. 30

dissipated by the time failure conditions had been attained. In 

this connection a preliminary series o f tests was run on London  

Clay at different rates o f strain and for different consolidation  

pressures, these samples being free to drain during testing. The 

strength and water content at failure are shown plotted against

tyOn 
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Tim e to Fa ilu re (h ou rs)

Fig. 2 Effect o f  the R ate o f  Shear on  Strength o f  L ondon Clay
Effet de la v itesse de déform ation sur la résistance de l’argile

the rate o f shearing in Fig. 2 for samples o f London Clay re

moulded and normally consolidated from the liquid limit under 

a pressure o f 9,000 lbs./ft2. For this particular clay it was con

sidered that a fully drained shear test should occupy at least 
15 hours. Satisfactory rates o f testing for other clays were 

found by multiplying the rate for London Clay by the ratio 

o f the coefficient o f consolidation o f the clay to that o f London  

Clay.
Drained tests were run at pressures ranging from 250 lbs./ft2 

to 9,000 lbs./ft2 both normally and overconsolidated. From the 

results o f these tests curves o f shear stress r against shear dis
placement were prepared and the “ energy correction” (on' g) 

applied to give the relation o f r*  to the shear displacement. 
Diagrams, similar to Fig. 1 were prepared from the test results 

for each clay type, the stress r*  at failure being, however, 

plotted as ordinate in the lower diagram. The construction  

suggested by Terzaghi and mentioned previously was used to 

find the values o f cr and y r at different water contents.
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Inclination of Failure Planes

In undrained compression tests on saturated clays the term 

in equation (4) is zero since no volume changes are 

permitted. It may be shown (Terzaghi, 1936) that failure planes 

occur in undrained compression tests oriented at an angle:

to the horizontal.

The measurement o f the inclination o f these slip planes was 

used by Hvorslev (1937) and later by Peynircioglu (1939) as an 

independent method o f determining <pT.

Cylinders o f remoulded clay were formed 3" in height and 

1.5" in diameter by pressing clay into a lightly oiled tube and 

then extruding. The sample was set on the platform o f a com 

pression device by which a controlled axial strain could be 

applied and in which the sample could be rotated so as to 

observe the formation o f slip planes. In any test the sample

fr

1 1
+ S hear Test $r

$

—2^ 0
oO __^

2S JO SS 40 45 SO SS SO 

W ater Content- %

Fig. 3 V ariation o f  <pT w ith W ater C ontent for R em oulded L ondon Clay  

R elation entre q>r e t le  contenu d ’eau pour l’argile de Londres  

rem aniée

was subjected to a certain axial strain and, while under this 

strain, was rotated and examined for the appearance o f  

any failure planes. It was essential to measure the inclina
tion a o f these planes without unloading the sample, for the 

resulting recovery tended, particularly in the case o f Bentonite 

where it was considerable, to increase the inclination by an 

appreciable amount. A  further increment of strain was applied 

and the inclinations o f the original planes together with those 

o f any new planes formed was recorded. In this way a complete 

history o f each failure plane could be traced.
The results o f a test on London Clay are given in Table 2, 

and it will be seen that the inclination o f  a given plane de
creases appreciably as the axial strain increases. Therefore, by 

measuring the inclination o f failure planes at the end o f a com 

pression test considerable error may be involved in any estimate 

o f the true angle o f internal friction <pr. But the values o f the 

inclination a at which the failure planes first appeared was 

found to be fairly constant and the true angle o f internal fric
tion <pr was deduced from an average o f  these values. A  large 

number o f samples of each clay were tested in this way over 

a range o f water content.
In Fig. 3 is shown a typical curve o f (pr against water content 

for London Clay obtained in this way. This relation is charac
teristic o f that found for the other five remoulded clays, the 

value o f <pr being seen to decrease slightly with increasing water 

content.

Table 2 Inclination of Shear Plane (London Clay M/C—39.4%)

A x ia l S tra in

p e rcen t 5 10 15 20 25 30 In itia l a'

P la n e  N o .

1 51.5 50.7 49 .3 48 .7 46 .5 45.1 51 .2

2 52 .0 50.5 4 8 .6 4 7 .8 '4 7 .0 46 .7 52 .0

3 50 .0 48.3 47.1 46.5 46.1 50 .0

4 52.5 51.3 50.6 49.3 49 .0 52.5

5 48 .5 4 8 .0 4 7 .2 46 .6 46.1 48 .5

6 50 .0 49 .8 48 .9 4 8 .0 50.0

(6) 304.2 

Average a = 50.7°

Average <pr = 11.4°

Correlation of Basic Parameters with Mineralogy of Clays

The results o f this research have been summarised in Table 1. 
Data is also presented here for a number o f clays tested by 

other workers. The ratio o f the true cohesion cr at a water 

content we to the consolidation pressure pf  corresponding to 

the water content Wj on the virgin consolidation curve is found 

to be sensibly constant over the range o f water content at which 

tests were carried out. This ratio is given for each clay in 

Table 1. Values o f Hvorslev's original parameters celpe and <pe 

as determined from the drained shear tests with no correction 

for rate o f volum e change at failure are also included in this 

Table for comparison. In addition, data presented by other 

workers for five clays and three sands is also tabulated. (In 

som e cases the data presented here has been deduced from  

published results.)
The degree o f correlation between <pr determined from the 

drained shear tests and from the inclination o f shear planes is 

shown in Fig. 4, the difference for remoulded clays in no case 

exceeds 7%. This good correlation is a convincing demonstra
tion o f the validity o f the modified failure criterion.

Finally, in an attempt to unify the results o f the research 

consideration is given to the possibility o f discovering a cor-

f r  From In c lin a tio n  o f Shear Planes

Fig. 4 Com parison o f  vT as O btained from  Drained Shear T ests and 

from  the Inclination o f  Slip Planes in Undrained C om pression  

Tests
C om paraison de <pr obtenu d ’après les essais drainés de résistance  

au cisaillem ent et d’après l’inclinaison des plans de rupture dans 

les essais de com pression non-drainés
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relation between the strength characteristics o f the clays and 

their mineralogy, as suggested by Skempton  (1948).
The criterion o f failure in its modified form is:

Tf  =  cT +  au' tan <fr +  an'gf .
For drained tests on normally consolidated clay the rate of 

volume change at failure gf  is found from experiment to be 

very nearly zero, and thus:

rf  =  cr +  <r„' tan <pr .
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Fig. 5 R elation between Strength C om ponents and A ctiv ity  o f  N o r 
m ally C onsolidated Clays
R elation entre les com posantes de résistance et l’activité des ar
giles norm alem ent consolidées

N ow , since for clays normally consolidated from the liquid 

limit and on which drained shear tests are carried out:
rf  =  <r„' tan <pd

where 'pd is the angle o f drained shearing resistance. It follows 

that

cr . tan <pr
+  • =  I

<r„ tan <pd tan <pd

These two terms are the proportions o f the total strength o f
normally consolidated clays due to true cohesion and internal
friction. N ow, the “A ctivity” o f a clay has been defined by
Skempton  (1950) by:

, . . Liquid limit —  Plastic limit
Activity =  — — ------ :----- -— -— :---------—

Clay fraction ( <  2 microns) %
and in Fig. 5 are shown these two components o f strength
plotted against the activity.

P lasticity index

Fig. 6 R elation between <pt  and Plasticity Index 

Relation entre <ir et I’indice de plasticitc

Further results are given in Figs. 6 and 7 where the angles 

of drained and undrained shearing resistance <pd and <pcu for 

normally consolidated clays and also the angle <pr are found 

to be correlated to the Plasticity Index (Liquid limit — Plastic 

limit) o f the clays.

Fig- r with Plasticity Index for N orm ally  C on 
solidated R em oulded Clays
Variation de <pd et <p avec l’indice de plasticité pour les argiles 

rem aniées et norm alem ent consolidées

C onclusions

It has been shown that the modified Coulomb-Hvorslev 

equation is a satisfactory empirical criterion o f failure applying 

to a wide range o f saturated remoulded soils. Its accuracy 

appears to be quite sufficient for all engineering purposes, and 

moreover it has been established that clays as a class must be 

considered to possess components o f strength due both to 

cohesion and to internal friction (as defined by equations 2 

and 3). In addition it is clear that the angle o f drained shearing 

resistance <pd is by no means equal to the true angle o f internal 

friction ipr and generally differs from it by an appreciable 

amount.
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